The dynamic characteristics of a rotating cantilever Timoshenko beam under dead load are investigated in this paper. Considering the predeformation caused by dead load and centrifugal force, governing equation of rotating cantilever Timoshenko beam is derived based on Hamilton's principle, and the influence of the load on natural vibration is revealed. A suit of modal experimental apparatus for cantilever beam is designed and used to test the natural frequencies under the dead load, and the natural frequencies under rotation condition are calculated with a commercial finite element code. Both the experimental result and numerical result are utilized to compare with the present theoretical result, and the results obtained by present modeling method show a good agreement with those obtained from the experiment and finite element method. It is found that the natural frequencies of cantilever beam increase with both the dead load and the rotating speed.
Introduction
Turbine blades serve in complex environment since both high-pressure gas and high-speed rotation act on it during operating. Turbine blade can be idealized as rotating beams, and its dynamic analysis is of great importance to design such structures properly.
In terms of rotation of a turbine blade, many researches have been carried out on the basis of beam model. Yokoyama [1] derived the governing equations from Hamilton's principle for free vibrations of rotating Timoshenko beams and analyzed the characteristics with the help of finite element technique. Du et al. [2] presented an expression to solve analytically for the exact natural frequencies and modal shapes of rotating Timoshenko beams. Lin and Hsiao [3] derived governing equations for linear vibration of a rotating Timoshenko beam and proposed a method based on power series solution to solve the natural frequency. Rao and Gupta [4] derived the stiffness and mass matrices of a rotating Timoshenko beam and calculated natural frequencies using finite element method. Banerjee and Sobey [5] proposed energy expressions for rotating tapered Timoshenko beams.
Their work complemented important terms which had been omitted by some authors. Based on the previous work, Banerjee et al. [6] used the dynamic stiffness method to investigate the free bending vibration of rotating tapered beams. Ozgumus and Kaya [7] analyzed free vibration of a rotating, tapered Timoshenko beam considering flapwise bending vibration.
For the study of dead load, there are some papers available in literature which discussed the effect on Euler beams. Kelly et al. [8] presented a theoretical analysis of a vibratory beam by considering an initial deformation of the system. Takabatake [9] introduced the effect of dead load in static beams and obtained the governing equations of Bernoulli-Euler beam. Takabatake [10] examined the effect of dead load on the natural frequencies of simply supported or fixed beam based on the previous work through Galerkin method. He presented a closed-form approximate solution of the natural frequencies of simply supported beams and indicated that natural frequencies increased with dead load and explained the key factor governing the effect. With the similar way, Zhang and Ren [11] solved the influence of dead load on beams through a dynamic stiffness-based method. For complex structures, such as a cable-stayed bridge, finite element method is proposed on the basis of Takabatake's work to solve similar problems. For instance, Zhou and Zhu [12] developed a conception of load-induced stiffness matrix and derived a finite element method according to Hamilton's principle.
In respect of rotation research, few works, however, deal with the effect of dead load on the dynamical characteristics of a rotational beam. Researches of dead load acting on beams conduct without considering the rotation effect, and moreover they focus on Euler beam without considering the effect of shear deformation and rotary inertia. In the present paper, we consider a short turbine blade as Timoshenko beam which is more suitable to model its dynamic characteristics and study the vibration characteristics of rotating Timoshenko beams with a dead load. The combination effects of centrifugal tension and lateral dead load on natural frequencies are taken into account, and variation of natural frequencies with two factors is derived. To verify the proposed theoretical model, both the modal experiment for cantilever beam under the dead load and the numerical computation for rotating beam using commercial finite element software are carried out. Figure 1 shows a beam of the length in Cartesian coordinate with the -axis passing through its centroidal axis. The beam is assumed to be rotating at constant velocity Ω. The axis is parallel to rotating axis while the axis is in the plane of rotating. The beam is straight without initial imperfections. Under the action of external load, the deflection of the beam contains two parts: the static transverse deflection 0 produced by dead load 0 and dynamic deflection produced by live load . The dead load is constant during the vibration process while the live load is time-related such as aerodynamic load. The dynamic deflection is measured from the reference state. Section rotation contains the effect of shearing strain , and the relation is given by
Governing Equations
The centrifugal tension can be expressed as a function of : where is the rotating radius, is the density, and is the section area of the beam. The centrifugal tension produces uniform strain 0 given by
The strain-displacement relation for the rotating Timoshenko beams is expressed as
In case of a small deformation assumption, relation (4) can be reduced to a linear form:
Then total strain energy can be written as
in which , 0 , and denote the live load strain energy, the dead load strain energy, and shear strain energy, respectively. The first two parts of strain energy could be written as the following:
where is the bending stress caused by the live load and 0 is the conservative initial bending stress caused by the dead load. Since strain caused by the dead load is timeindependent, it makes no difference to the final results and it is left out. Consequently, denotes the normal strain caused by the live load. Nonlinear relation (4) is used to calculate the strain energy in (7) for live load and the strain energy 0 in (8) for dead load.
The strain 0 can be expressed in terms of the centrifugal tension. After integrating the expression, a more simplified form of strain energy is obtained. The effect of loads can be introduced through considering strain energy caused by them. In addition, the strain energy due to shear is given by
where is the shear modulus and is the section shape factor which can be expressed as a function of Poisson's ratio. The total strain energy for rotating Timoshenko beams considering a dead load could be presented as the following: The kinetic energy for rotating Timoshenko beams is presented in the form of
The variation of the potential energy produced by external load of the beam can be impressed by
Applying Hamilton's principle to (10) to (12) and taking variations with respect to , the following result is obtained: In the reference state, the following equilibrium equation exists:
Incorporating (14) into (13), the governing equation for free vibrations of rotating Timoshenko beam with the effect of dead load can be written as
According to (15b), the following form can be obtained:
Then the following equation can be written by taking the derivative of (15a): Considering the axial force and initial deformation, the partial differential equation can be written as 
Equation (18) is solved by means of the Galerkin method. The deflection is assumed to be
Governing equation (18) 
⋅ .
(21)
The above formulation in which terms including centrifugal force denote the effect of rotation while terms including initial deformation 0 denote the effect of dead load is used and how these loads impact dynamic beams is discussed from results of numerical computations.
Experimental Verification
To verify the result of the natural frequencies of the beam with a dead load, the modal test with the dead load is carried out using LMS TEST.LAB. The main aim is to investigate the effect of dead load on dynamic characteristic and our device requires a fixed support. On this occasion, the effect of rotation is verified through numerical method. Rotating effect is left out during the test. Experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 . The test specimen is an aluminum alloy beam as shown in Figure 3 . The geometric dimension and material property are illustrated in Table 1 . Two holes are drilled at one rim of the beam to achieve the clamped boundary condition with Figure 4 .
To apply a dead load on the beam, a method which is easy to implement is proposed as shown in Figure 5 based on the following consideration. The device used to apply the dead load ought to solve two difficult points when the beam is in vibration environments. Firstly, the loading equipment should not produce added mass to specimen. Another point is to keep the stability of the dead load when the beam is under dynamic load. Finally, an elastic string of high tensile strength is selected and a bearing rod with small quality is set at the end of beam.
The elastic string is stretched to a calculated length and fixed at the designed positions. The top of the bearing bar is just pressed by the string and the tension of the elastic string is converted to the dead load on the beam. By changing the length of the string, the dead load with different value could be controlled.
The lightest wood, Balsa Wood, is chosen to make the bearing bar in order to reduce the effect of additional mass on the beam. The stiffness of elastic string is small enough to ensure that the variation of the tensile force caused by the beam vibration is negligible. Through this way, the dead load could remain relatively steady. According to the range of acceleration sensor, the first three natural frequencies are measured from impact test as shown in Table 2 .
Timoshenko beam governing equation (20) can be simplified into Euler-Bernoulli model for the theoretical calculation in Table 2 . Natural frequencies are obtained by solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem of governing equation. The modal test results agree well with the theoretical results and indicate increasing with the dead load.
Numerical Verification
Data in Table 1 is used while conducting numerical verification. Table 3 shows the natural frequencies under rotating speed 400 rad/s or dead load 40 N, in which 0 is the natural frequency without rotating speed or dead load, and is the natural frequency with extra stress caused by external force existing. The effect of rotation and dead load is more obvious in the lower-order frequencies.
The first four natural frequencies of rotating Timoshenko beams without dead loads are calculated through the commercial analysis software Nastran, in which the beam is meshed into 100 beam elements here. Different rotating speeds are transformed as initial internal force to modal analysis. To identify the accuracy of theoretical modal, Table 4 gives a comparison of the first four natural frequencies between Timoshenko/Euler beam theory and finite element method without the dead load. The natural frequencies of rotating Euler beam are derived from the simplified equation ignoring shear deformation and rotary inertia without dead load. Both theoretical results are compared with the finite element result, and it shows that result obtained from governing equation for Timoshenko beams agrees better with the FEM simulation result. The percentage error for Euler beams is three times larger than that of Timoshenko beams and becomes larger in high-order frequencies. Variation shows that natural frequencies increase more and more rapidly with the rotating speed.
Result and Discussion
Effect of some other factors on the natural frequency of the beam is studied. Figure 6 shows the variation of the first four natural frequencies with rotating radius for different rotating speeds. The relation of natural frequencies with rotating radius is approximately linearity and gradient is larger when rotating speed is higher.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering The natural frequency is also determined for different slenderness under incremental rotating speeds and the variation trend is shown in Figure 7 . The natural frequency drops sharply with the increase of slenderness for a thicker beam and trends to be flattened when the beam gets thinner. Then the effect of rotation becomes distinct. For higher-order modes, greater rotating speed is required to cancel out the effect of size.
Considering the effect of dead load, first four natural frequencies are calculated for different rotating speeds as shown in Figure 8 . It is clear that the natural frequency of the beam increases faster with the dead load rising. As shown in Figure 8(a) , growth for the first mode frequency tends to be stable when the dead load is about over 40 N. This leads to a similar linear relationship between natural frequency and dead load. Figures 8(b) , 8(c), and 8(d) show, however, the variations of the natural frequencies of the other three orders, in which the growth rates of frequencies keep increasing with the dead load.
When both dead load and centrifugal tension exist concurrently, natural frequencies show a more obvious growth since both factors have a positive effect on natural frequencies as shown in Figure 9 .
For a rotating beam, especially under a dead load, it is useful to obtain the mode shape for design. The first four modes are shown in Figure 10 . There areobvious differences among the four curves.
Conclusion
The effect of the rotation and the dead load on Timoshenko beams has been studied. First, considering the predeformation caused by both the rotating speed and the dead load, governing formation of cantilever beam is derived and the natural vibration is obtained. Next, the effect of rotation on beams is verified by acquiring natural frequencies using a commercial finite element code, and a suit of modal experiment for cantilever beam is designed to verify the effect of the dead load. Comparing theoretical result with the numerical or experimental results, there is a good agreement with each other. Finally, the mixing effect of both the rotation and the dead load on natural frequencies and modes is demonstrated and some conclusions are drawn.
The present study shows that the natural frequencies increase gradually when dead load is larger because of resulting stiffness variation. Similarly, the natural frequencies grow when rotating speed is raised. The natural frequencies appear more obviously increasing while both the rotation and the dead load exist. The two factors also impact the mode shapes of beam. In addition, Timoshenko beam model shows higher accuracy since transverse shear effect is considered. The present work also hints that the effect of both the gas pressure and rotating has to be introduced in numerical simulation of dynamical response for rotating blade.
